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death of his uncle, Pliny the Elder. "Joyce, Semiosis, and Semiotics" discusses Joyce's
punningin Finnegans Wakeas an example of the "encyclopediamodel" of meaning, and
furthermoreas an example of a work whose interpretationsare infinite but not arbitrary.
"Abduction in Uqbar" uses Peirce's theory of abduction to make a point about the
detective fiction of Borges and Casares."PirandelloRidens"gives a three-levelreadingof
Pirandello'sessay, "Humor"."FakesandForgeries"providesa complex typology of fakes
and forgeries and argues that what is difficult is not deciding what a forgery is, but rather
deciding what an authentic work is. This essay would be of interest to historians and
philosophersof history, as well as to studentsof interpretation."Semantics, Pragmatics,
and Text Semiotics"attemptsto show the unavoidableinterplaybetween three sometimes
isolated provinces of semiotics. "Presuppositions",writtenin collaborationwith Patrizia
Violi, discusses the problemof presuppositionsfrom the viewpoint of an "encyclopedia"
theory of semantics and shows the role of presuppositionsin certainrhetoricalstrategies.
Finally, "On Truth:A Fiction" recountsthe thirdof three expeditions to Twin Earthand
includes a transcriptof a dialogue between a computerfrom Twin Earthand a scientist
from Earthwho is posing as a computer.This piece is very humorousand pulls together
several themes from the book.
Like most of what Eco writes, The Limits of Interpretationis fascinating in many
ways, full of insights, provocativeideas, curiosa, and clever turns. Sometimes cleverness
gets the best of Eco, but in general the text is clear and accessible. Moreover, its overall
thesis should find a sympatheticaudiencein those who have been alarmedby what might
seem like recent excesses in hermeneuticaltheory. The book is, without a doubt, an
excellent point of departurefor those interestedin the problemsraised by the interpretation of texts.

David 0. Brink, Moral realism and thefoundations of
ethics (Cambridgeand New York:CambridgeUniversity Press, 1989), xii + 340 pp.
HARRY S. SILVERSTEIN

WashingtonState University
Brinkdefends "moralrealism, an externalistmoralpsychology, a coherentistmoralepistemology, a nonreductiveform of ethical naturalism,and an objective conceptionof utilitarianism" (p. 7). "Moral realism" holds that moral judgments make true or false claims
about objective "moralfacts," facts concerning"realobjects and events whose existence
and nature are largely independentof our theorizing"(p. 6); "externalism"denies any
conceptualconnectionbetween moralclaims and motivationor reasonsfor action;"coherentism" holds that "the degree of one's justification in holding p varies directly with the
degree of coherence exhibited by the belief set of which p is a member" (p. 103);
"nonreductiveethical naturalism"contendsthatmoralpropertiesare "constitutedby... natural.. properties even if moral terms are not definable by natural terms" (p. 9); and
"objective utilitarianism"construes welfare "in largely nonsubjectiveterms"(p. 10).
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BRINK'S MORALREALISM 123
In this reviewer's opinion Brink's defense of externalistmoral realism [EMR] is not
ultimately convincing. In particular,I think he fails to demonstrateEMR's superiority
over internalistnoncognitivism(IN). For the purposesof this review I will interpretIN,
somewhat crudely, as holding (a) the "internalist"view that assent to a claim such as "I
morallyought to A" [M] includes havingsome intentionto A; and (b) the "noncognitivist"
view that a moral claim's meaning consists primarilyin this internalism,and, hence, that
moralclaims do not (except perhapsindirectly)"statefacts." Apartfrom the "objectivity"
issue itself, which will be consideredlater, Brink'scentral, general, argumentsagainstIN
are perhaps (a) that it fails to account for nonprescriptive,or non-"dynamic,"uses of
moralclaims (pp. 26-27, 78-79), and (b) thatit cannotproperlyaccountfor the amoralist
(chapter3 andpassim). Neither argumentsucceeds. The first fails to distinguishinternalism's doctrineconcerningassent to a moralclaim from the "prescriptivist"doctrinethatto
assert such a claim is to "prescribe"that it be complied with; and one can accept the
former doctrine while rejecting the latter.1 Thus, one can admit that an ordinarycitizen
would not normallyuse "GeorgeBush should resign" for the purpose of "telling," must
less "tryingto get," Bush to resign, and yet still insist thatit is being used internalistically
with all that that implies (that Bush could be said to assent to it only if he had some
intentionto resign;thatdebatesaboutthe reasonsfor it would be debatesaboutthe reasons
for Bush's resigning, not [merely] debates about the reasons for having certain beliefs;
etc.).2 Turningto (b), Brink's "amoralist"might accept (that there are sufficient reasons
for) M and yet still raise questionsaboutwhether(thereare sufficientreasons)to A. Since
IN holds that assenting to M includes intendingto A (and hence, that to accept that there
are sufficient reasons for M is to accept that there are sufficient reasons to A), Brink
correctly observes that IN, unlike EMR, cannot regardthe amoralist'squestions as open
questions;hence, he contends, the amoralistposes serious, substantive,questions which
EMR can properlyview as significant but which IN must unjustifiablydismiss. But IN
dismisses no substantivepracticalquestions;it differs from EMR simply in treatingsuch
questions as questions within morality.Consider, for instance, a simple externalistview
according to which M merely makes the factual claim thatA-ing would maximize pleasure. The amoralist'squestions now become questions concerning whether, and why, to
do what maximizes pleasure, questionswhich are indeed substantivequestions. But these
questions are not dismissed by IN; IN simply holds that, because moral claims are
intrinsicallypractical, such questions must be answeredas the basis for, or in the course
of, deciding whether, and why, to accept M in the first place. Moreover, while IN does
reject the amoralist's formulationof these questions (IN contends that the amoralist's
"external"questions concerning whether [and why] to do what morality requires are
"correctly"expressed as "internal"questions about what morality requires [and why it
requiresit]), it also provides an explanationfor the seeming naturalnessof the amoralist's
formulation-viz., that the amoralist'sformulationuses moral terms in conventional, or
"inverted-commas,"senses. And Brink's rebuttalto this explanation(that "it is simply
unclear"that the amoralistis "using moral language in invertedcommas," and that "we
can imagine someone who regardswhat we take to be moral demandsas moral demands
and not simply as conventionalmoral demands-and yet remainsunmoved" [47-48])
is not merely bare assertion,persuasiveonly for readerswho (unlike this reviewer) share
his initial intuitions, but is inadequatein any case againstversions of "moral"internalism
which are less crude than IN.3 Suppose, for instance, that moral claims are construedas
encapsulating genuine, but only conditional or hypothetical, action-commitments-
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specifically, that assentingto M includes intendingto A if/where, but only if/where, one
regards"other-regarding"
considerationsas controlling.This construalallows assentersto
"remainunmoved"by moralclaims (if self-interestsupportsdoing B, an egoist can accept
M without having any intention to A) without making such claims merely conventional
(even for an egoistic assenter,M expressesthatassenter's view, not merely a conventional
view, as to what to do where "other regarding"considerationsare controlling-e.g.,
where the relevant alternativesare all egoistically equal); yet because such a construal
retainsa conceptual,if conditional,connectionbetween assent and intention,it remainsin
the internalistcamp.4
Brink's more narrow arguments against IN, or for the comparativelygreater plausibility of EMR, also seem to me to fail. Consider, for example, his contention that IN
cannot account for the common notion that "one can be held responsibleonly for actions
one could have known were wrong"(p. 27)-in particular,that it cannot contendthat the
relevant capacity is the capacity to see that an act possesses C, where C is a nonmoral
characteristican agent regardsas wrong-making,for "peoplemightbe able to recognize C
but not (be able to) recognize C as a wrong-makingcharacteristic"(p. 28). The truthis that
IN can incorporatethis last point far more plausibly-and thus make far better sense of
the notion at issue-than EMR. For IN can, and would interpretthe relevantcapacity as
the capacity to regardC as constituting a reason against doing the act in question (IN
would say, e.g., that regarding C as a wrong-makingcharacteristicis-or entailsaccepting the imperativeprinciple "Do not performactions which possess characteristic
C"), whereas EMR has to interpretit merely as the capacity to regardC as constitutinga
reason for the factual belief that the act has (or lacks) a certain "moral"property.And
where responsibilityfor action is in question, the more plausible interpretationseems to
be IN's.
The underlyingproblemhere is that Brink-like most externalists,in my view-fails
to appreciatethe significance of the fact that, on any externalistaccount, moral claims,
arguments,and theoriesare claims, arguments,and theoriessimply aboutwhat to believe,
not about what to do; questions concerningwhat to do and why to do it become separate,
"external,"questions.5Consider,for instance, Brink's claim that EMR can make the best
sense of the questionwhetherit is self-defeatingto use a given moraltheory as a decision
procedure(pp. 256ff., and comparethe discussion of "esoteric"morality,pp. 87ff.). The
truth is that EMR can make no sense whatever of using a moral theory as a decision
procedure-and, thus, of this question. For to use a theory as a decision procedureis to
view it as a theoryaboutwhat to do, whereasa moraltheory,accordingto EMR, is simply
a theory about what to believe. (E.g., "accepting"utilitarianism,according to EMR,
does not include deciding to do what maximizes welfare; it only includes believing that
welfare-maximizingacts have the moral "property"of rightness. Questions about whether, and why, to [decide to] do what maximizes welfare areentirely"external"to morality.)
Further,considerBrink's seemingly noncontroversialassumptionthatto say that an act or
attitudeis morally right is to say that it is justified (the phrase"rightor justified" is used
throughoutChapter8), whereas to say that it is morally wrong is to say thatit is mistaken
[indeed, he accuses noncognitivismof being unable to explain how "mistaken...attitudes
are possible" (p. 31)]. If "justified"and "mistaken"are construednormally,as expressing
supportand oppositionrespectively,then this assumptionis not consistentwith EMR. For
on EMR, to say that an act or attitudeis (morally)right (or wrong) is not to make a claim
infavor of (or in oppositionto) thatact or attitude,but is merely to make the factualclaim
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that that act or attitudehas (or lacks) a certainproperty;hence, if "justified"is equated
with "right"and "mistaken"with "wrong,"then to say that an act or attitudeis (morally)
justified (or mistaken)is not to make a claim in favor of (or in opposition to) that act or
attitude, but is merely to make the factual claim that that act or attitudehas (or lacks) a
certain property). Thus, EMR can apply "justified"and "mistaken"in their ordinary
senses only to beliefs; any applicationof these terms to actions is, again, "external"to
morality.And this leads to a still more basic question:what sense can EMR make of the
fundamentalnotion that acts may "conformto" or "conflict with" moral claims-e.g.,
that if I refrainfrom A-ing my actions "conflict with," whereas if I in fact A my actions
"conformto," M? Since EMR rejectsIN's "assent"account(which says thatmy refraining
from A-ing conflicts with M in the sense that it expresses my dissent from M); and since
an account in terms of truth or "correctness"plainly fails (M may be correct even if I
refrainfrom A-ing and incorrecteven if I A); there seems nothing on which these "conflict" and "conformity"notions can get purchase. Space limitations preclude adequate
discussion of this issue; but it is hardto see how the use of these notions can be explained
unless the idea that morallyobligatoryactions are to be done while morallywrong actions
are to be avoided is at least a backgroundassumptionor "norm"-unless, in short, externalist uses of moralclaims are at best parasiticon theoreticallymore fundamentalinternalist uses.
Let us suppose, however, that EMR is articulatedin a thoroughlyconsistent manner;
and for the sake of argumentlet us grantthat EMR accuratelyreflects the, or at least a,
"standarduse" of the "ordinaryconcept"of morality.Despite the implausibleimplications
adumbratedabove, Brinkwould apparentlyinsist thatEMR remainsthe preferreddoctrine
on the groundthat it alone preserves morality's"objectivity."But the "objectivity"issue
which has traditionallyexercised moral theorists is whether questions about what to do
can be given answers which are "objective"in the same sense as answers to questions
aboutwhat to believe. And because EMR treatsmoralquestionsthemselves as nothingbut
"what to believe" questions, it does not resolve, or even address this issue; it simply
changes the subject. Suppose, for example, that one of Mill's studentsrespondedto his
explanation and defense of utilitarianismby saying "You've convinced me that all and
only happiness-maximizingacts have the 'objective property'of moral rightness;but of
course you've said nothing about whether it's 'objectivelycorrect' to perform such acts,
and my decisions concerning what to do will be made, as always, on the basis of (e.g.)
tradition."Mill would surely say the student had failed to accept the theory's central
claims, and in fact had failed to grasp its entire point; yet accordingto EMR, the student
has fully accepted Mill's theory as a moral theory, including all the "objectivity"claims
relevant thereto.
Moreover, it is doubtful whether Brink's account of moral epistemology gives EMR
even the irrelevant"objectivity"advantagewhich this change of subjectshould allow it to
achieve. To begin with, note that, contraryto what Brinksometimes suggests, noncognitivists not only can-indeed, presumablymust-adopt some form of "coherentism,"but
that they can-and frequentlydo-make claims of the sort Brink himself emphasizes,
including (a) that genuinely moral, not simply nonmoral, reasoning is possible (moral
reasoning being interpretedas, e.g., imperative reasoning); thus, (b) that one's moral
claims can be requiredto meet standard"internalconsistency"requirements;moreover,
(c) that general moral principles and moral judgments about particularcases should be
tested against each other using precisely the sort of "dialectical"process Brink discusses,
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a process which concerns not just "bare consistency" but, e.g., justificatory and/or
explanatorypower; and even (d) thatit not unreasonableto hope that, given our "common
human nature,"moral disagreementwould in fact be largely eliminated by the achievement of interpersonalfactual agreementcombined with intrapersonalmoral "coherence."
If a view such as IN can incorporateall this-and if Brink is right that all factual,
including scientific, disciplines must use a "coherentist"epistemology-then precisely
how does IN fail to make morality"objective"in the way that, e.g., the physical sciences
are "objective"?One might simply appealto the fact that science is committedto "(physical) facts," whereasIN eschews "moralfacts";but this seems entirely trivialunless it can
be cashed out epistemologically (and indeed, since IN's eschewing of "moral facts"
allows it to retaininternalismwithoutbeing therebyforced explain how "moralfacts" can
have an "inherentconnection"to action or choice-a "connection"which, notoriously,
makes "moralfacts" hopelessly mysterious-this "eschewing"seems, other things equal,
a point in IN's favor). Any substantiveanswer, in my view, must focus on the one place
where IN's moral coherentismand scientific coherentismsignificantly differ, viz., in the
"initialcredibility"tests of "particularcase" claims, the tests which determinewhich such
claims are to be dumpedinto the dialecticalpot both to test and to be tested against more
general principles and hypotheses. Since "particularcase" scientific claims are true or
false empiricalclaims, their"initialcredibility"is testedby observation;by contrast,since
"particularcase" moral claims, according to IN, are imperativalexpressions assent to
which includes a commitmentto action, their "initialcredibility"is tested by what one is
or would be willing to do (or approveothers'doing). And it can plausibly be claimed that
observationis "objective"in a way that "what one is willing to do or approve"is not.
If Brink's version of EMR is to achieve science-like "objectivity,"then, he must
articulatea moral"initialcredibility"test thatis relevantlysimilarto ordinaryobservation.
But he does not come close to providing, and indeed seems not fully to recognize the need
for, any such articulation-a deficiency which again, I think, indicates a failure to understand and appreciate EMR's implications. One specific difficulty, a difficulty which
provides a clear example of this failure, is worth mentioninghere. It is a commonplace
that moral claims can be tested using "thoughtexperiments"(i.e., hypothetical cases)
whereas testing scientific claims requiresactual cases. Brink "accounts"for this only by
saying that thought experiments "play a larger role" in morality "both because it is
often...regardedas immoralto assess moral theoriesby realizing the relevantcounterfactuals, and because the desired test conditions for moral theories are often harder to
produce"(p. 203). But the point is not that-indeed it is not even true that-producing
actual cases in science is less likely to be either immoralor overly difficult; the point is
ratherthat, whether actual cases are acceptably producible or not, "initial credibility"
testing in science, unlike that in ethics, requires actual cases. And while IN has no
difficulty explaining this difference (it need only note that observation requires actual
cases whereas deciding what one would be willing to do or approve does not), it poses
grave difficulties for EMR. For since, according to EMR, moral claims, like scientific
claims, simply "statefacts," actualcases would seem to be as necessary in moralityas in
science (this being the implication Brink fails to appreciate).6Supportersof EMR thus
face an unpleasantdilemma. If they simply accept this implicationand insist that "initial
credibility"testing of moralclaims, like thatof otherfactualclaims, requiresactualcases,
then they are flying in the face of what seem to be plain facts about "initial credibility"
testing of moral claims. Yet if, a la Brink, they reject or ignore this implication and
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concede thatmoralclaims can be tested using hypotheticalcases, then standardobjections
to moral realism concerningthe "mysteriousness"of moralfacts and/or "moralintuition"
apply with overwhelmingforce; they now owe us, yet Brink never provides, an explanation of how the actual presence of "moral"facts or propertiesin the circumstancesin
question can somehow be "apprehended"throughthe use of merely hypotheticalcases.
The above criticisms should not be allowed to obscure the virtues of Brink's book,
which are considerable.It is well organizedand clearly written, and its fully-documented
presentations of opposing views are normally quite lucid (one consequence of these
featuresbeing, as graduatestudentshave told me, that it is a very valuablebook to use in
studyingfor qualifyingexams). Moreover,a numberof its arguments-particularly those
in defense of "coherentism"-are admirablydone. But it remains the case that, in this
reviewer's opinion, it fails to provide a convincing demonstrationof EMR's superiority
over its major rivals.7

Notes
'See, e.g., my "Assenting to 'Ought' Judgments,"Noas, 17 (1983), footnote 2.
2Sincere assertion, of course, includes assent; and an adequate internalism must, as the crude

characterizationof IN given above does not, include an accountof assent to moralclaims directedto
others (see "Assentingto 'Ought'Judgments,"177-79). But none of this affects the legitimacy of the
distinction emphasized in the text.
31talso, I think, fails to appreciatethat what is central to the notion of "invertedcommas"uses is
not that such uses are "conventional"but that they are "parasitic"on, and make sense only against a
backgroundof, internalisticuses. [For a recent version of this point-a point which was of course
emphasizedby Hare-see JamesDreier, "Internalismand SpeakerRelativism,"Ethics, 101 (199091), pp. 6-26.]
4Dreier, loc. cit., defends a somewhat different(though not unrelated)"less crude" version of
internalism,a version which also sidesteps Brink's "amoralist"argument.
51nresponse to a draft of this review, Brink objected that, though an externalistdoes represent
moral propositions"as propositionsto be believed," they are nonetheless "propositionsabout what
one morally ought to do." But this simply fails to address the point, viz., that on an externalist
conception "propositionsabout what one morally ought to do" are not claims about what to do, but
simply about what to believe.
6Compare,for example, the "scientific-factual"question whethera certaincombinationof neural
states constitutesa certainmentalstate with the (allegedly) "moral-factual"questionwhethera certain
combinationof social, political, andeconomic statesconstitutesracialinjustice(a sample comparison
derivedfrom Brinkhimself [pp. 194-195 andpassim], who contendsthat"mentalstate"and "moral"
facts are analogous in significant respects: both are "higher-order"facts [possibly] constituted by
combinations of "lower-order"facts; in each case one and the same "higher-order"fact may be
constituted by a variety of different combinations of "lower-order"facts; etc.). To answer the
"scientific-factual"question, one of course needs actual cases-one cannot simply "imagine" a
certain combinationof neural states and on the basis of that imagining pronouncethat, where that
combinationexists, such and such a mental state exists. Hence, if the moral question about racial
injustice were truly analogously factual, then answering it would also presumablyrequire actual
cases.
71 wish to thank Russ Shafer-Landaufor helpful comments on an earlier draft.
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